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Abstract

We present a physically-inspired model of wax crayons,
which synthesizes drawings from collections of user-
specified strokes. Paper is represented by a height-field tex-
ture, and a crayon is modelled with a 2D mask that evolves
as it interacts with the paper. The amount of wax deposition
is computed based on the crayon contact profile, contact
force, and friction. Previously deposited wax is smeared
by crayon action, based on wax softness and contact infor-
mation. The distributed wax is rendered using a simplified
Kubelka-Monk model, which approximates light transmit-
tance and scattering effects.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a proliferation of nonphotoreal-
istic rendering styles, such as oil painting, pen-and-ink il-
lustration, and copperplate engraving, among others. One
thread of research has involved simulating specific tradi-
tional media, such as watercolours or pencils. In this pa-
per, we propose a drawing primitive designed to mimic wax
crayons.

Wax crayons possess certain characteristics making them
challenging to model. The crayon contact area is large
enough that the paper is not flat over the region of con-
tact. The softness of wax is such that a substantial quantity
of wax adheres to the page, and that previously deposited
wax is smeared by the action of later crayon strokes. How-
ever, wax is much more viscous than paints and inks, and so
its interactions are different than these other media. Also,
the crayon footprint can change shape over a short period
of time, changing substantially even within a single stroke.
Many different colours of wax crayon are commonly in use,
and the interaction between multiple translucent materials
offers a rendering challenge.

We present a method for simulating wax crayons based
on a physically-inspired model of wax deposition and
smearing. Drawings are based on a collection of user-
specified strokes; the effect at each point along a crayon’s
stroke is treated by first computing the crayon’s contact pro-
file, then depositing wax from the crayon to the paper, up-
dating the crayon shape, and smearing previously deposited
wax. The final distribution of wax is rendered with a simpli-
fied Kubelka-Monk model, which accounts for light trans-
mission and scattering through multiple layers of wax.

Wax crayons are archetypally associated with a certain
highly simplified drawing style. Despite the occasionally
onerous physical simulation we describe, we have endeav-
oured to retain a sense of fun in the project, and we hope
that this carries through in the childish artistic style of the
images we present.

2 Previous Work

Originally, nonphotorealistic rendering (NPR) branched
from work in image processing and pattern recognition cir-
cles. The earliest work in NPR consisted of specialized
dithering techniques [24, 25]. Edge detection algorithms
have been employed to decompose existing images or 3D
models into their view-space elements: lines, curves, poly-
gons, and the like [20, 7]. The purpose of such work was
to emphasize the important features of an object, and re-
move distracting details and imperfections. From these ba-
sic building blocks, another area of NPR research emerged:
that which aims to simulate a particular artistic style or
medium, as we do in this paper. Graphical primitives are
interpreted as artistic strokes or patches made by the simu-
lated artistic medium. Previous work simulated media such
as pencil sketches [20, 7] and drawings [13, 15, 21], char-
coal drawings [14], watercolour[5], and stained glass [16].
Also, some work tries to simulate particular artistic styles,
such as those of Dr. Seuss and Geoffrey Hayes [11].

Existing nonphotorealistic rendering methods follow



distinct branches. One such branch makes use of the afore-
mentioned image processing techniques to extract primi-
tives from 2D images and related data, such as depth buffers
and stencil masks [20, 22]. Alternatively, 3D geometry can
be used directly [15, 7, 14, 11]. Lastly, interactive systems
depend on user-defined input [10, 5]. Our work falls into
this category, although we have designed our model to fa-
cilitate other sources of geometry.

Techniques to represent artistic media vary widely, de-
pending on the media being represented. A physically-
based representation of paper has been developed [21], but
2D height maps are widely used to represent the high-
level texture of paper. Since a crayon’s contact surface
is relaticely large, we also height maps to represent pa-
per. With this approach, numerous texture synthesis meth-
ods have been employed to create visually appealing height
maps [5, 17, 23]. We also make use of these methods.

In modelling actual artistic implements such as brushes
and pencils, it is common practice to use a static one-
dimensional height mask to represent a cross-section of the
implement perpendicular to the stroke path [20, 7]. This
simple representation limits the types of interaction that can
be modelled. Some work uses texture mapping to simulate
artistic media in an abstract sense [13, 14]. These methods
assume that paper is relatively uniform and predictable in
structure. Other research makes use of 2D masks to repre-
sent an implement [5, 10]. These models typically assume
that the mask, once initialized, is static throughout its life-
time. Sousa and Buchanan [19] modelled graphite pencils
using a polygon to represent the pencil tip. In their system,
each vertex of the polygon is modified throughout the length
of each stroke. Their method was used to represent a pencil
that could rotate and pivot, and also have nonuniform pres-
sure distributions. Points within the polygon must be inter-
polated from the surrounding vertices, so there is a limit to
the kinds of profiles that can be represented. Most similar
to our model is the work of Baxter et al [2], which makes
use of polygon meshes to represent mainstream styles of
artistic brushes. These meshes deform as the brush comes
into contact with paper, accounting for spring tension in the
bristles.

Finally, some methods require an explicit rendering
step to generate the final image. There has been a great
deal of research into volumetric rendering [12] and light
scattering[9]. Takagi et al [21] used such methods to render
their model of coloured pencils. A volumetric approach is
the most flexible, allowing arbitrary views of the modelled
medium. However, such an approach is also very costly. A
convenient compromise is the Kubelka-Monk colour model,
which has been used as an approximation for translucent
pigments [8].

A deficiency of current rendering techniques is that they
model some amount of simple pigment deposition, apply

the results to an incrementally developed image, and then
start the next phase of deposition with an empty model [10,
5, 20, 7]. This eliminates the possibility of interaction be-
tween deposition phases. Sousa and Buchanan [19] have
successfully modelled smudging of graphite pencil, but
consider only a single pigment colour. Baxter et al [2] also
allowed for some level of smearing. Existing pigment will
either be “wet” and interact with the brush, or the pigment
will be “dry”, and will not be considered for interaction.

There have been previous attempts at generating crayon-
like images. Adobe Systems has included a conté crayon
filter with their distributions of PhotoshopTM for some
time [1]. This filter is simply a textured dither, and does
not capture the true nature of wax. Kalnins et al [10] have
used brush masks in a stroke-based system to deposit wax
onto a paper model, but they do not account for interaction
between layers of wax. Thus far, Corel’s Painter 8 [4] pack-
age has the most rigorous model of crayons. This system
does model wax interaction, similar to the work of Bax-
ter et al [2]. Corel’s model has two noticable deficiencies.
First, the colour model used is a purely subtractive model.
When different colours of wax are blended, they do not ap-
pear as real wax does. Second, the wax deposited by each
stroke is immediately mixed with any previously deposited
stroke, and the brush absorbs the resulting colour. This
would never occur with real crayons because of the high
viscosity of wax. In this paper, we strive to elimitate these
inconsistencies.

3 Modelling Wax

We are concerned with how a crayon leaves its trail of
wax as it passes across the surface of paper. Many physi-
cal processes affect the crayon. We forego a rigid physical
model, and concentrate on the more prominent natural ef-
fects; our representation of wax is based on observation.
To understand the medium, we studied wax crayons using
microscopy at different levels of magnification. Since wax
tends to clump, most of our observations were done at rela-
tively low magnification levels: between 6× and 75× zoom.

In this section, we present the basic components of our
wax model. In particular, we discuss our representations of
wax crayons and paper, as well as our process for gener-
ating paper texture. We then introduce the algorithm that
describes the interaction between a crayon and a paper tex-
ture. This algorithm first determines the crayon’s vertical
position with respect to the underlying paper and a scalar
force. The crayon’s location is then used to smear wax pre-
viously deposited onto the paper, and also to deposit new
wax. We then render the model using the Kubelka-Monk
method.



3.1 Representation of Media

We follow traditional methods of representing paper as a
2D height map [20, 5]. Like recent work in NPR [19, 2, 21],
our system must retain a record of deposited material
throughout the evolution of the image. Because wax is eas-
ily smeared and carved, we must keep a dynamic model of
wax as it adheres to a static paper texture.

To do so, we maintain a column of wax layers at each cell
of the paper texture. The columns are normal to the gross
plane of the paper. Each layer has its ownheight, colour,
light transmittance, and scatteringproperties, which are
used in our rendering algorithm (see section 4). For ef-
ficiency, adjacent wax layers with the same properties are
blended together. Also, sufficiently thin layers are blended
with adjacent layers. Layer blending helps prevent the pro-
liferation of extremely thin layers, mostly caused by wax
smearing (see section 3.6).

The actual crayon is modelled in a similar fashion. The
profile of the crayon is also modelled as a 2D height map,
where height values represent the crayon’s distance from
the gross plane of the paper. Each cell in the crayon’s mask
contains wax with the same colour, transmittance, and scat-
tering properties. The 2D mask is modified as the crayon is
worn down by friction.

This dynamic mask allows us to model a variety of pro-
files that real crayons would have. Using this method, we
can represent not only a crayon’s sharpened edges as they
are progressively abraded into a blunt shape, but also mi-
nor ridges and hollows that are carved by the features of the
paper texture. We can also tailor our crayon height mask
to represent sharpened and blunt crayon tips, the sharpened
back-end rim, or even the long side of the crayon itself. Al-
though the height map representation does prevent us from
modelling some possible wax configurations (mainly, verti-
cal concavities caused by extreme abrasion and adhesion),
it is sufficient for modelling interactions with more widely-
used media, such as paper, which is relatively flat.

3.2 Generation of Paper Texture

When generating final images of crayon drawings, it is
important to consider paper texture. Although our deposi-
tion and smearing methods do not require a particular tex-
ture, they do depend on the texture. Real paper textures vary
widely. Ideally, we should choose a texture that approxi-
mates a kind of paper that is associated with wax crayons.
In consequence, we have striven to find a height field texture
which is quite rough, akin to an inexpensive construction
paper.

We used the lunar texture postulated by van Wijk [23],
which has a suitable combination of roughness and coher-
ence. Our version of this texture was generated by convolv-

ing a quarter-circle arc with a lattice populated by uniform
noise. An example of the texture thus derived is shown in
Fig. 1.

Our deposition and smearing algorithms (see section 3.3)
require that some texture be provided, but make no assump-
tions about the nature of that texture. To test this aspect
of our model, we have also generated textures that are fun-
damentally different than the fore-mentioned lunar texture.
We do so by using 2D masks to scale the amplitude of uni-
form noise. This mask is tiled across the noise lattice to im-
pose a repetitive structure upon the generated texture. An
example of one such texture is seen in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Wax deposition with lunar convo-
lution and stipple restriction masks, respec-
tively.

3.3 High-Level Interaction Algorithm

To model crayons, we observe how real crayons inter-
act with the underlying paper. First, we note that wax is
deposited by the crayon. The volume of deposited wax de-
pends on the size of the contact area between the crayon
and paper, the slope of the paper over that area, and the
crayon force. Second, wax that has been deposited onto the
paper can be smeared around when the crayon passes over
it. This smearing process pushes wax from the peaks of the
paper texture, and down into adjacent lower regions. Smear-
ing also has a directional component, in that the crayon can
push wax over ridges in the paper. Fig. 2 illustrates the in-
teractions of a crayon with the paper texture.

Figure 2. Hypothetical interaction between
crayon and paper: (left) Wax deposition,
(right) Smearing.



When creating wax renditions, we use lines as our only
drawing primitive, although artists who work with acrylic
crayons have other techniques at their disposal. To draw
a line, we consider the endpointsP1 and P2, the crayon’s
height maskM, the scalar forcef applied by the crayon to
the paper, and the setC of colour properties of the wax. For
any given crayon position, we must prepare the crayon, and
modify the wax model. First, we adjust the crayon height
values with respect to the applied force, the crayon’s height
profile, and the profile of the paper at the current location.
We then use the new height values to modify the set of wax
layersL that lie on the paper. In modifying these layers,
we first smear wax that is already deposited on the paper at
the current location, then deposit new layers onto the paper.
This process is summarized in Fig. 3.

proc drawLine(P1, P2, M, C, f , L )
for eachpointPi on the line segment~P1P2

adjustCrayonHeight(Pi , M, f , L )
smearExistingWax(Pi , ~P1P2, M, L )
addNewWax(Pi , ~P1P2, f , M, C, L )

end
end

Figure 3. Summary of the actions taken when
a line is drawn.

Of course, to draw a line, we only choose pointsPi that
are appropriate for the resolution of our paper texture. In
the following sections, we give detailed algorithms for each
of the above procedures.

3.4 Crayon Compression Due To Force

When drawing a line with a crayon, we must remove
some volume of wax from the crayon and deposit it onto
the paper underneath. The volume of deposited wax de-
pends on the values of the crayon’s height mask, relative to
the local height of the paper. The difference between these
heights determines how much wax is deposited, as well as
how much wax is smeared from that region of the paper
onto adjacent regions.

Since the crayon’s cells will potentially be worn away
with each movement, we must adjust the crayon’s overall
height at each step so that, at the next step, the crayon is
exerting the same amount of force upon the paper. To do
so, we assume that the wax compresses linearly, and use
Hooke’s Law of Compression to numerically determine the
appropriate vertical displacement.

Hooke’s Law [6] can be written

F = Y
∆L
L0

A, (1)

whereY is Young’s modulus,∆L is the amount of compres-
sion,L0 is the unstressed length, andA is the cross-sectional
area. If we assume that the length of the crayonL0 is ap-
proximately constant, being much greater than the change
in length∆L, then we can reduce the above equation to:

F = λA∆L. (2)

For the constantλ , we simply choose a value that produces
aesthetically pleasing results.

We can sum up the force contributed by each crayon cell
onto its corresponding paper cell, setting the contribution to
0 if the crayon cell is above its paper cell. This latter step
prevents us from calculating the crayon’s displacement di-
rectly, as we no longer have a linear function to evaluate.
Instead, we use a binary search algorithm to find a displace-
ment that gives us the desired amount of force, within some
toleranceε. To do so, we consider the heighthmi j of the
crayon at each mask cellmi j , and the height of the paper
hPi j at the corresponding locationPi j ; the crayon height cal-
culation is summarized in Fig. 4. As seen in Fig. 5, the
amount of deposited wax varies with the applied force.

proc adjustCrayonHeight(P, M, f , L )
hcrayon

min ← min( ∀ hmi j : mi j ∈M )
hmin← min( ∀ hPi j : mi j ∈M andPi j = P + (i, j)
hmax← max(∀ hPi j )
while hmax - hmin > ∆

hmid← ( hmax + hmin ) / 2
fhmid← 0
for eachmi j ∈M

δh = hPi j +hLPi j
− (mi j −hcrayon

min +hmid)
if δh > 0

fhmid← fhmid +λδ

end
end
if f < fhmid

hmin← hmid

else
hmax← hmid

end
hmid← ( hmax + hmin ) / 2
for eachMi j

Mi j ← Mi j - hcrayon
min + hmid

end
end

Figure 4. Calculation of the crayon height val-
ues.

Having positioned the crayon, we can then process its
interaction with the paper.



f = 20 f = 2−1 f = 2−2 f = 2−3 f = 2−4 f = 2−5 f = 2−8

Figure 5. Wax deposition with different
amounts of force.

3.5 Frictional Deposition

Friction is the process by which wax is broken from the
crayon and deposited onto the paper. We model friction
on two levels, macroscopic and microscopic. On a macro-
scopic level, we are concerned with the force of the crayon
normal to the surface of the paper. As the crayon encoun-
ters convex features in the paper’s texture, it leaves behind
some quantity of wax. On a microscopic level, we use a
coefficient of friction to approximate the roughness of the
paper on a smaller scale. The amount of wax should be
proportional to the frictional force.

~FF = µ~FN = µ~N
~N ·~FC

‖~N‖‖~FC‖
(3)

where

~FC is the force of the crayon on the feature’s surface,

~FF is the force of friction,

~FN is the crayon force normal to the feature’s surface,

~N is the surface normal of the feature, and

µ is the coefficient of friction for the paper.

With our height-mapped paper texture, we interpolate
adjacent height values to define a plane against which the
crayon is moving, and calculate friction with respect to that
plane.

The value ofµ depends on whether the crayon is inter-
acting with clean paper or with paper that already has some

wax. To add to the complications, a region of paper with
an extremely thin layer of wax will have different frictional
properties than a region with a thicker layer of wax. Cur-
rent literature on the production of pulp and paper has little
to suggest an appropriate coefficient for paper alone. While
tribology does offer insight into the wear properties of poly-
mers and resins [3, 18], it is difficult to determine the ratios
of esters, fatty acids, alcohols and hydrocarbons present in
wax crayons. Since our model is not rigorously analyti-
cal, we artistically choose the two friction coefficients, and
smooth the transition between them for thin layers of wax.

To deposit wax, we consider the pointP at which the
crayon is located, the crayon’s directional heading~V, the
crayon’s height maskM and its height valuesmi j , the set of
colour propertiesC of the crayon, and scalar forcef which
is normal to the gross plane of the paper. The wax deposited
at each pointPi j is added to the set of layersLPi j at that
point. An example of wax deposition using our model is
shown in Fig. 8. The method for computing deposition ap-
pears in Fig. 6.

proc addNewWax(P,~V, M, C, f , L )
V ← ~V/ max(x~V , y~V )
for eachmi j ∈M

Pi j ← P+ ( i, j )
P′i j ← Pi j +V
~Si j ← (x~V ,y~V ,hP′i j

−hPi j )
~Fi j ← (x~V ,y~V ,− f )
α ← 1/(1+hwax

P′i j
)

µi j ← αµpaper+(1−α)µwax

δhwax
P′i j
← µ(hP′i j

−mi j )sin(~Si j , ~Fi j )

mi j ←mi j +δhwax
P′i j

LPi j = LPi j +{(δhwax
P′i j

,C)}
end

end

Figure 6. The method for moving wax from the
crayon to the paper.

3.6 Smearing

Smearing is a characteristic of wax in the same way as
bleeding is a characteristic of watercolours. As a crayon
moves across paper, it smears the wax into adjacent regions.
Both newly and previously deposited wax are smeared. re-
gion, it will force wax from that region to spread to adjacent
regions. To simulate smearing, we employ a smearing mask
that encompasses the current paper cell and its eight neigh-
bors. Each value in the mask determines the proportion of



wax that is to be moved from the current cell to the cell
underneath the given mask location.

To generate this mask, we consider the relative location
of each value, the height of the paper (and its wax) at that
location, and the directional heading of the crayon. Mask
elements are given by the following equation:

Sxy =
1

‖ ~(x,y)‖

(
α∆z+β cos( ~(x,y), ~VC)

)
. (4)

We set the center mask valueS0,0 to zero, so that we avoid
“smearing” wax back onto itself.

The values ofα andβ can be chosen to match a partic-
ular smear pattern, or can be proportional to the crayon’s
scalar velocity. Once the mask is constructed, it is normal-
ized to a wax viscosity factorν . The wax is then removed
from the current paper cell, and distributed to its neighbors
according to their mask values. Smearing is summarized in
Fig. 7. Some results from our smearing algorithm are shown
in Fig. 8.

proc smearExistingWax(P,~V, M, L )
for eachmi j ∈M

S is a 3× 3 matrix.
for eachsmn∈ S

sd← cos(~V, ~(m,n))
sf ← (hPi j +hLPi j )− (hP(i+m)( j+n) +hLP(i+m)( j+n)

)
smn←max{0,sdirectional+sheight}

end
S← νS/(∑smn)
δhwax← hLi j (hLPi j +hPi j −mi j )
LPi j ′ ← {la, · · · , ln} : ∑hl i = δhwax

for eachsmn∈ S
for each l i ∈ δLPi j ′

L(i+m)( j+m)← L(i+m)( j+m) +smnl i
end

end
end

end

Figure 7. Pseudocode for the smearing algo-
rithm.

3.7 Parameters of the Model

Although we have not attempted to construct a thorough
physical simulation of wax, our model is quite flexible.
There are various parameters in the system, of which we
can make use to represent other artistic media. Table 1 sum-
marizes these parameters and gives the values we used.

Figure 8. Modelled interaction between
crayon and paper: (left) Wax deposition,
(right) Smearing.

Symbol Description Value

µwax Frictional coefficient of wax. 0.5
µPaper Frictional coefficient of paper. 2
ν Viscosity of wax. 0.5
α Flow smear factor. 0.2
β Directional smear factor. 1 - α

λ Wax compression resistance factor.0.0005
ε Force accuracy factor. λ /4

Table 1. Parameters of our model.

4 Rendering

We next turn our attention to generating images from the
wax model. Wax is best treated as a translucent pigment, so
simple additive and subtractive colour models such as RGB
and CMY are inadequate. Instead, we employ a simplified
Kubelka-Monk (KM) model [8]. The KM model approx-
imates spectraltransmittance, scattering, andinterference.
The value of these properties can be inferred by two speci-
fied colours [5]. Each of these colours is the observed result
of a layer of pigment overtop of uniform background: one
is the result with a black background, and the other with a
white background. From these two results, KM theory pro-
vides a means of interpolating the resulting colour, given
arbitrary backgrounds. The KM model does so by infer-
ring how much light is scattered by the pigment medium,
and how much is transmitted through the medium. The KM
model also approximates changes in hue due to thin-film



interference.
In our model, we ignore interference effects, as we did

not observe them to contribute significantly to real crayon
drawings. Consequently, each crayon is associated with a
single RGBcolour property, as well astransmittanceand
scatteringfactors. These factors apply equally to all three
colour channels.

As mentioned previously, extremely thin layers are
merged together. The optical properties of the resulting
layer are set to weighted averages of the two layers that
were merged. The weight for each layer is proportional to
that layer’s height. This is a gross simplification of the KM
model, but still produces acceptable results and significantly
increases performance of the smearing algorithm.

To render the wax model, we consider the colour of the
paper textureCTi j at each pointPi j on the paper. To calcu-
late the colour that results from a layer of waxlk, we make
use of the layer’s colourClk, its transmittancetlk, and its
reflectancer lk. Details of the calculation are given in Fig. 9.

proc render(T )
for eachpointPi j on the paper textureT

ColourCi j ←CTi j

for eachwax layerlk at pointPi j

Ctransmit
i j ← (tlkClk)

hlkCi j

Cscatter
i j ← 1− (1−Clk)

r lk
hlk

Ci j ←Ctransmit
i j +Cscatter

i j
end

end
end

Figure 9. Our simplified Kubelka-Monk ren-
dering algorithm.

We have endeavored to duplicate the optical properties
of common children’s crayons. Fig. 10 illustrates the opti-
cal properties of our generated crayons, as compared to real
wax crayons. Table 2 lists the crayons we simulated and
their empirically determined properties.

Figure 10. Appearance of (top) real wax
crayons, and (bottom) our generated crayons.

Crayon Colour R G B T S

red 0.95 0.45 0.45 0.605 0.051

orange 0.999 0.55 0.2 0.605 0.042

yellow 0.95 0.9 0.2 0.715 0.111

green 0.35 0.8 0.35 0.385 0.096

blue 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.715 0.054

purple 0.65 0.4 0.9 0.385 0.06

brown 0.8 0.55 0.5 0.3025 0.15

black 0.26 0.25 0.245 0.11 0.24

grey 0.42 0.4 0.39 0.44 0.51

white 0.8 0.8 0.79 0.55 0.33

periwinkle 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.385 0.21

sea green 0.6 0.9 0.65 0.33 0.15

orchid 0.85 0.4 0.84 0.66 0.09

Table 2. Optical properties of simulated
crayons.



Figure 11. Sample images (right) generated from user defined strokes (left).



5 Results

Fig. 11 shows examples of final images. In the first im-
age, interaction between colours is visible, particularly at
the edges of the man’s tie. We can also see the effects of
differing friction on the man’s shirt: the periwinkle crayon
was applied first, and when the sea-green crayon was used
it preferentially deposited wax in regions which had been
bare. Interaction between colours is also apparent in the
second image, particularly in the red and yellow portions of
the character’s hair, and on the polkadots of the pajamas.
This image also demonstrates the scattering component of
our KM model: the crayons’ colours are visible even when
the background is black.

Although efficiency was not our primary concern, we did
not want to impose long rendering times on the user. Our
model is not efficient enough for use in a real-time render-
ing pipeline. It is suitable for interactive stroke-based appli-
cations, provided that the user has a high-end workstation.
Depending on line length, crayon contact area, and amount
of force, rendering each crayon stroke requires between 0.3
and two seconds on a 2.4GHz Pentium 4.

For conventional home PCs, our model could be used for
an effective preview-and-render system. Since the smear-
ing method is the most costly part of our algorithm, we can
dramatically increase speed by removing this effect for pre-
views, at the cost of dramatically changing the resulting im-
age. Perhaps a better compromise between speed and re-
alism is to simply decrease the resolution of the preview
image, and also scale the crayon mask’s size and the stroke
coordinates accordingly. This will still include smearing ef-
fects, and give a good estimate of the final image.

6 Conclusions and future work

We presented a physically inspired model of wax
crayons that extends previous work by representing crayons
as dynamic 2D height masks. This approach allows us to
more accurately model crayon wear as it interacts with pa-
per.

Images are generated with user-defined strokes as primi-
tives. Each stroke deposits wax on the paper, and at each
point we also model the crayon’s interaction with previ-
ously deposited wax. The final distribution of wax is ren-
dered using Kubelka-Monk, treating the wax as a collection
of plane parallel layers.

We show some images generated by the model, revealing
both strengths and weaknesses. Overall, the images resem-
ble crayon drawings. The erratic placement of wax within
the bounds of a stroke is captured. However, there are phe-
nomena not captured by the model. Real crayons are af-
fected by small particles of dirt or dust, or even small hard
pieces of wax embedded in the softer surrounding material,

which causes specks and tracks in the strokes. We made no
attempt to include this effect in our model.

Although our model is not presently fast enough for real-
time rendering, it can be used for interactive drawing appli-
cations with powerful hardware. We are presently investi-
gating simplifications and optimization.

Our model produces acceptable results for crayons with
near-solid viscosity (e.g., children’s wax crayons). How-
ever, softer media, such as acrylics and pastels, would re-
quire a more complex smearing mechanism. Our smear-
ing mechanism only considers the effects of a single grid
cell and its eight neighbors, while with real pastels, pres-
sure would be propagated a greater distance. Although the
same thing can be said about wax, it is a much more vis-
cous substance, and so we assume that the vast majority of
the pressure is absorbed by the immediate neighbors. Such
an assumption would not hold for pastels.

We do not account for some phenomena present in real
crayon drawings. First, and most prevalent, real wax does
not wear as discretely as we have modelled it. Wax is a
self-adhesive substance, and so when it is removed from
one region of a crayon’s tip, it may bring along wax from
adjacent regions. Similarly, when a crayon moves across a
thick layer of wax residing on the paper, it tends to carve
away large clumps of wax. To add to complications, these
clumps can be pressed to the tip of the crayon, and may
be carried great distances before being released back to the
paper. At present, our model has no means of simulating
this.

Refinements to our model would make it more generally
applicable, both to modeling wax crayons and to related me-
dia such as acrylics. We have only marginally accounted
for the orientation of the crayon itself. We could incorpo-
rate more complicated mechanics by using methods such as
those of Sousa [19].

Much work still remains in simulating the predominant
drawing style associated with wax crayons. Some existing
work tries to model the imperfect stroke patterns that hu-
mans produce [20, 7, 15], but we are aware of no work on
modelling the drawing styles of children.

Future work also lies in connecting our stroke primitive
with a system automatically deploying strokes. The com-
bined system would provide a wax crayon filter, turning out
crayon renditions of arbitrary 2D images, or from 3D ge-
ometry.
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